While the informal style used to describe design patterns has proven valuable, it is also imprecise. To ensure that patterns are applied correctly, we must also have precise pattern characterizations, and tools for determining whether the appropriate implementation requirements are satisfied. To address this problem, we first present a specification language that captures pattern requirements precisely, as well as the ways in which patterns are specialized for use. Second, we present a tool that generates a set of aspect-oriented monitors for a system based on the specifications of the patterns used in its design. The generated aspects are used to monitor the system at runtime to determine whether the appropriate implementation requirements are satisfied.
INTRODUCTION
Design patterns [5, 2, 15, 13] have had a profound effect on the state of software practice. Their benefits are two-fold. First, patterns make it possible for designers to exploit the collective wisdom and experience of the software community. Second, they provide an extended design vocabulary, allowing designers to more quickly understand the structure of a given system, and to gain a deeper understanding of why it behaves in particular ways. But to fully realize these benefits, two key requirements must be satisfied. First, patterns must be described precisely, including both the implementation requirements that must be met, and the behavioral guarantees that should be expected as a result. Second, designers must have suitable tools for automating the detection of system implementation errors based on the specifications of the patterns used in its design.
In this paper, we present two contributions that address these requirements. First, we present a pattern specification language designed to support runtime specification checking, the Pattern Contract Language (PCL). Given a pattern P , the PCL contract for P will specify the requirements that must be satisfied by any system in which the pattern is used, and the resulting system behaviors that are guaranteed as a result. Note, however, that patterns can be tailored to many different system contexts. These specialization details fundamentally affect the precise implementation requirements, as well as the behaviors that should be expected. In PCL, this information is captured in the form of a subcontract. Hence, the contract for P specifies information common to all applications of the pattern, and a particular subcontract specifies how the pattern is specialized for use in a given system.
The second contribution is the design and implementation of MonGen, a tool for automating the creation of runtime pattern contract monitors. Given a set of PCL contracts and subcontracts for a particular system, MonGen automatically generates a set of monitoring aspects in AspectJ [8] . The generated aspects are used to monitor the system during its execution to determine whether the requirements and behavioral guarantees specified in the pattern contracts and subcontracts are met. These aspects are valuable not only during the initial stages of the development process, but throughout a system's lifecycle. By reusing the generated aspects during periods of evolution and maintenance, the monitoring approach can detect errors that would otherwise violate the design integrity of the system. We will return to this point in the final section.
The hypothesis underlying our work is that existing pattern descriptions are too ambiguous. Consider, for example, the Observer pattern [5] , the intent of which is to maintain consistency between a subject object and a set of observer objects. The informal description of the pattern makes it clear that an object must invoke Subject.Attach() to become an observer of a particular subject, and Subject.Detach() when it is no longer interested in the subject. The description also states that Subject.Notify() calls Ob-server.Update() on each attached observer ". . . whenever a change occurs that could make its observers' states inconsistent with its own". But how will the subject determine whether a change in its state could lead to an inconsistency? Indeed, what does it mean to say that the subject's state is inconsistent with an observer? These are the types of ambiguities that can lead to software defects if members of a design team have subtly different interpretations of the pattern's description. Our pattern specifications provide precise answers to these questions, and our monitoring tools detect implementation inconsistencies before they reach system deployment.
One might argue that pattern descriptions must remain ambiguous in order to allow for flexibility in their application, and that formalization efforts run the risk of compromising this flexibility [12] . If, for example, we were to adopt a single definition for the notion of inconsistency in the Observer pattern, the pattern would not be applicable in systems that have a different notion of this concept. PCL, however, is designed to preserve essential flexibility while simultaneously eliminating accidental ambiguity. This is achieved by (i) introducing role maps that map the elements (e.g., methods, fields) defined by a class to the elements required by the particular role that it plays, and by (ii) parameterizing contracts with auxiliary concepts.
An auxiliary concept is a relation involving one or more states of the objects participating in the pattern, which corresponds to a point of variation explicitly expressed -or in some cases implicitly allowed-by the informal pattern description. Pattern contracts are expressed in terms of these concepts, but the actual definitions are supplied as part of the subcontracts corresponding to particular specializations of the pattern. Consider, for example, the contract for the Observer pattern. This contract will declare two auxiliary concepts: Modified() and Consistent(). The first concept will capture whether the state of the subject has been modified in a way that could result in inconsistency with an attached observer. The second will capture whether the state of the subject is consistent with the state of a particular observer. By expressing the contract over these relations, but deferring their definitions to a subcontract, we are able to achieve precision without a compromise in flexibility.
Several authors have considered how to formalize design patterns, and we will discuss a number of these proposed approaches in Section 4. At this point, however, we will note that our work is unique in two important ways. First, our work is the first to propose a specification language that precisely captures the implementation requirements and behavioral guarantees associated with a range of patterns, while simultaneously accommodating the variation that occurs across applications of the same pattern. Second, our work is the first to consider automating the generation of monitoring code for detecting pattern implementation errors based on the relevant pattern specifications. In the rest of the paper, we present a silhouette of PCL, and describe the MonGen tool and the process it uses to generate monitoring aspects from PCL contracts and subcontracts. We then discuss related work, and conclude with a summary and discussion of our experiences with the approach.
PATTERN CONTRACT LANGUAGE
An abbreviated version of the PCL grammar is shown in Figure 1 1 . Each pattern contract is labeled with a pattern identifier ( pid ), and consists of five primary elements. The first is a list of auxiliary concepts ( auxConcepts ) identifying the relations that must be defined in the subcontracts corresponding to particular specializations of the pattern. Each concept declaration includes a name ( cid ), and the list of roles over which the concept is defined. (We will consider the specification of roles shortly.) Although the auxiliary concept definitions may be tailored as appropriate in a subcontract, if multiple concepts are defined, the definitions must often satisfy certain compatibility requirements. Hence, the second key element of a pattern contract is a set of constraints ( constraints ) that must be satisfied by the auxiliary concept definitions supplied in a subcontract.
The next element of a pattern contract is an instantiation clause ( instant ). At any given time during a system's execution, there may be multiple groups of objects collaborating according to a particular pattern. Each of these groups is a pattern instance. The instantiation clause specifies how a new instance is created: either by invocation of a particular role method or by a call to an appropriate constructor; cond must be satisfied at the time of the call. The aspects generated by MonGen maintain information about all of the active pattern instances.
The next element is the pattern invariant ( invar ), an assertion expressed in terms of the auxiliary concepts, defined over the states of the participating roles. By virtue of satisfying the contract requirements, this assertion is guaranteed to hold whenever control is outside of the participating objects. In effect, the invariant captures the 'defined properties' [2] that the correct use of the pattern ensures.
Finally, a pattern contract defines a set of role contracts ( roleContracts ) that specify the requirements associated with the objects that play each of the roles in the pattern. A role contract specifies the state components that must be provided by an object playing the role ( roleStates ). These state components are defined using the standard field declaration format, and may involve types that refer to roles defined in the contract. The next element of a role contract is the enrollment clause ( enrollment ), which specifies how an object enrolls to play the role in an existing pattern instance. The syntax is similar to the instantiation clause.
Finally, a role contract includes pre-and post-condition specifications for the "named" methods and the "other" methods of the role ( namedMeths and otherMeths ). The named methods are those that this role must have in order to play its part in the pattern, such as Attach() for the Subject role of the Observer pattern. In general, however, the application classes will provide additional methods that support concerns outside of the pattern's implementation, but still may interfere with and violate the pattern's intent if they are not suitably designed. These are the other (or unnamed) methods of the role. For example, in a class playing the Subject role, there usually will be methods outside of the named methods that alter the internal state of the object. Even if the Notify() method is implemented correctly in this class, we may still have a problem if these other methods do not call it when they make changes to the Subject's state. The others specification prevents such problems by imposing appropriate conditions on these unnamed methods.
Special Notations
Before turning to an example, we briefly consider some important notation used in pattern contracts and subcontracts. First, the keyword players refers to the vector of objects enrolled in a given pattern instance. players[k] denotes an ordered pair consisting of a reference to the (k + 1)
th object to enroll and the name of the corresponding role. The syntax also supports indexing notation to refer to a subsequence of elements, and dot notation to project elements out of the sequence. For example, players [1: ].objs represents the set of objects to enroll after the first enrolled object.
Many patterns require that a particular sequence of methods be invoked under various conditions. In PCL, these requirements are expressed in terms of a method call sequence (or "trace") associated with each invocation, represented by τ in the specifications. Each call made by a method during its execution will be represented as an element within its corresponding trace τ . The element will contain the name of the method invoked, the identity of the target object, and the remaining arguments to the call. The monitoring code produced by MonGen saves appropriate information about players and each call trace during execution to allow the code to check conditions involving these variables in the PCL contracts.
Observer Pattern Contract
Subject ( As an example, consider the partial PCL contract for the Observer pattern shown in Figure 2 . The contract declares two auxiliary concepts: Consistent() and Modified(). As mentioned previously, Consistent() captures the notion of consistency between a subject and an observer. Modified() captures what it means for a given subject state to be sufficiently different from another subject state to warrant notification of its observers. The constraint clause can be seen as follows. If a subject changes its state from s1 to s2, but the states are not sufficiently different, then if s1 is consistent with a given observer o1, s2 should still be consistent with o1.
The instantiation clause specifies that a new instance of the pattern is created when an instance of the class playing the Subject role is constructed. Following this construction, the value of the obs field of the subject is required to be empty. This represents the fact that at this point, no observers have enrolled to observe the subject.
The pattern invariant states that the first object to enroll will play the Subject role, and that all other objects will play the Observer role. The essence of the Observer pattern is that the states of the observers will be consistent with the state of the subject whenever none of the objects are being acted upon by any of the methods of their classes. This is captured by the last clause of the invariant. Next consider the Subject role contract shown in Figure 3 . The state for this role consists of a single field, obs. This is, of course, used to maintain the Set of references to the observers attached to the subject.
In the post-conditions of methods, we use the "#" notation to denote the pre-conditional value of a variable, and "|τ |" to denote the number of calls recorded in the call sequence τ . We also use dot notation to extract particular elements from a given trace, such as the elements involving a particular object, or involving calls to a particular method on a particular object, etc. For example, τ.ob.Update gives us only the trace elements of τ where Update was specifically called on ob.
We see that the specification of Notify() requires that obs not be changed by the method, that Notify() not modify the state of the subject, and that Update() be invoked on each attached observer. The others specification for the Subject role requires that unnamed methods preserve obs. Further, they must either not modify the subject state -in the sense of Modified()-or must invoke the Notify() method. In the informal description of the pattern, the former point is unclear -if the subject's state is not modified in a significant way, there is no reason to invoke Notify(). Now, consider the Observer role contract in Figure 4 . Here, subj is the only role state variable. The enrollment clause (with some details omitted) states that an ob- server ob enrolls in a pattern instance upon the invocation of Subject.Attach. The specification of Update() requires it to preserve subj (so the reference to the subject being observed is not lost), not invoke any methods, and make the state of the observer consistent with that of the subject.
The others specification requires subj to remain unchanged (again so that the reference to the subject being observed is not lost). Further, if the state of the observer at the start of the method was consistent with its subject's state, then the state of the observer at the end of the method must also be consistent with the subject state. Interestingly, this allows an others method of this role to modify the state of the observer -as long as the modification does not affect the consistency of this state with that of the subject state. Standard descriptions of the pattern suggest that the state of an observer should not undergo any change except when the Update() method is invoked, which is unnecessarily restrictive. This illustrates how the process of developing the pattern contract in our formalism points to dimensions of flexibility that may be missing in the standard informal descriptions. The partial grammar of PCL subcontracts appears in Figure 5 . A subcontract starts by defining a set of role maps, one for each class whose instances may play a role of the pattern in the specialization. A role map defines the mapping between a class ( cid ) and the role ( rid ) that its instances may play. A role map consists of a state map and an interface map. Together these maps specify how to view instances of the class as instances of the role. A state map is a set of field maps ( fieldMaps ) that provide code fragments that take the current state of a cid object and return the value of a particular role field when the object is viewed in that role. In simple cases, each role field will correspond to a field in the class, but PCL allows for more complex mappings. An interface map is a collection of method maps that similarly define the mappings between the methods of the class and the role. We omit the details of method maps.
Pattern Subcontracts
The second component of a subcontract is the set of definitions for the auxiliary concepts declared by the contract being specialized. For each auxiliary concept auxid , and each possible combination of classes that play the various roles that appear as its parameters, we must provide a definition. This definition takes the form of a code fragment that, given the current states of the objects mapped to each role, returns a result indicating whether the relation represented by the concept is satisfied. An alternative approach would have been to require the concept definitions to be expressed as mathematical expressions. But having code here, as well as in the field mapss, makes the job of MonGen simpler.
To illustrate, we use a simplified version of the ClockTimer example from [5] . An object of the ClockTimer class is charged with keeping the time of day by maintaining its hour, minute, and second fields. It also has a method Tick() which advances the time by updating the fields. Objects of a second class, DigitalClock, are responsible for displaying the time in terms of hours and minutes, but use a ClockTimer to do the actual timekeeping. Whenever Tick() is called on a ClockTimer, any DigitalClock associated with it may have to be updated to reflect a change in minutes and/or hours. Here, a ClockTimer object plays the role of Subject, while DigitalClock objects are the Observers.
A subcontract that expresses this specialization of the Observer pattern would have to provide appropriate role maps for ClockTimer and DigitalClock, using code that translates class state into the role state fields obs and subj in the field maps, and associating class methods to role methods such as Notify() and Update() in the method maps. Furthermore, the subcontract would provide definitions for the auxiliary concepts, with class objects as arguments. The definition for Consistent() would check to see if the hour and minute fields of the ClockTimer properly correlate to the DigitalClock's display. The definition for Modified() would compare the hour and minute fields of the two ClockTimer arguments, and return true if a difference was found. Now, suppose we extend this example to include a second kind of observer, an AnalogClock, which is also responsible for displaying the time being kept by a ClockTimer, but does so using an hour, minute, and second hand on a clock face. To express this specialization, we would only have to make minor changes to the subcontract described above. Specifically, we would have to add a role map for AnalogClock, add a second definition for Consistent using ClockTimer and AnalogClock arguments, and adjust the definition of Modified to also account for changes in the second field. The notion of "significant change" in the Subject state is different in this new context, since an AnalogClock needs to be updated whenever the second field of the ClockTimer changes.
PCL contracts allow us to express the requirements and guarantees of a pattern in a precise way, while still maintaining enough flexibility to be applicable to a wide variety of specific applications of the pattern. Although we will need different subcontracts for different applications, the contract for the pattern itself does not need to be changed. 
AUTOMATED MONITOR GENERATION
Given the contracts and subcontracts used in designing a system, the MonGen tool generates a set of monitoring aspects in AspectJ [8] . The generated aspects display appropriate warnings if any of the contract requirements (as specialized in the subcontracts) are violated during the system's execution. The basic process of using MonGen is illustrated in Figure 6 .
MonGen generates abstract aspects from PCL pattern contracts, and generates concrete aspects that instantiate them using the subcontract specializations. The monitoring code associated with a particular specialization is made up of one abstract aspect and one concrete subaspect, although the abstract aspect can be applied to any of the specializations of that particular pattern. What follows is a rough overview of how MonGen generates these aspects. A more detailed explanation, as well as the actual MonGen tool are available for download at [18] .
While processing a pattern contract, MonGen first collects signature information for the auxiliary concepts, and also the role state. This information is needed for typing variables and parameters when translating the logical assertions into code that can be evaluated. It is also needed later when the concrete subaspects are generated, to help correlate the actual types used in the system to the roles mentioned in the contract. MonGen then processes the role methods, creating one pointcut and corresponding before and after advices for each. The generated code in the before advice checks the relevant pre-condition specified in the contract, and the generated after advice checks the relevant post-condition. The pointcut is declared as abstract since the actual class method(s) are not mentioned in the contract, but will be defined in the subcontract later. The pointcut corresponding to unnamed methods for a role is defined as any method execution not included in the pointcuts for the named methods.
The checking code within the advices is generated based on assertions that are defined over role state fields. Because these fields may not be in the actual classes, each mention of such a field in the assertions is translated into a call to a role state method. These methods are defined as abstract, and included in the abstract aspect for the contract. Similarly, abstract methods corresponding to the auxiliary concepts are also generated within the abstract aspect. Bookkeeping code needed to keep track of the various objects (players) enrolled in the various pattern instances, as well as the assertions associated with instantiation and enrollment, are inserted into the advice code corresponding to role methods listed as instantiators or enrollers. MonGen also inserts code into the advice that records each method call on a trace variable, so that specifications may impose conditions on these call sequences.
Although it is important to make the compatibility requirements among the concepts explicit, constraints are, for the most part, not checkable during runtime. In specifying restrictions on the concept definitions, constraints generally involve universal quantification over infinite sets. For this reason, MonGen parses the constraints, but does not produce checking code for them in the aspects.
When processing subcontracts that specialize the pattern contracts, MonGen's main task in constructing the subaspect is to generate concrete definitions for those items defined as abstract in the abstract aspect. The translation itself is straightforward. For the pointcuts, the subcontract method maps correlating role methods to class methods are used. The role state methods are produced from the code given in the field maps, and similarly, the concept methods are produced from the concept definitions given in the subcontract.
RELATED WORK
We are not the first to consider pattern formalization. Eden et al. [3, 4] propose a higher-order logic formalism in which patterns are expressed as formulae. While rich structural properties can be expressed, there is limited support for behavioral properties. Mikkonen's approach [11] focuses on behavioral properties; data classes model pattern participants, and guarded actions model their interactions. One limitation of [11] is that the separation of actions and data in this manner is structurally inconsistent with the OO paradigm. Further, Mikkonen's specifications cannot be specialized to the needs of particular systems.
Helm et al.'s [7] contract formalism has some similarities with ours. For example, their formalism provides a construct analogous to auxiliary concepts. It does not, however, provide a way to impose conditions on the definitions that may be supplied. The formalism also includes support for specifying the relative order of method invocations, but the constructs are underdeveloped. It is impossible, for example, to quantify over a method call sequence to require that a particular method be invoked exactly once, or alternatively, that a particular method not be invoked at all. Finally, there is nothing analogous to our others clause to prevent unnamed methods from violating a pattern's intent.
Soundarajan et al. consider pattern formalization in [16] , and runtime monitoring issues in [17] . But [16] and [17] do not, however, present a general pattern specification language, nor do they consider pattern specializations. Further, neither of these papers consider the automated generation of monitoring code.
Runtime assertion monitoring of OO systems has a long history [10, 14, 1] , and some authors have considered aspectbased approaches. Lippert and Lopes [9] use AspectJ to refactor pre-and post-conditional assertion checking code. Gibbs and Malloy [6] propose using aspects to monitor class invariants involving temporal properties. To our knowledge, however, we are the first to investigate contract monitors for design patterns.
DISCUSSION
The goal of our work is to improve the reliability of systems developed using design patterns. We first described a pattern contract language, PCL, that allows us to formalize patterns and the ways in which patterns are used in particular systems. Our approach allows us to characterize patterns precisely without compromising flexibility. Our second contribution was MonGen, a tool that given the pattern contracts and subcontracts used in designing a particular system, produces a set of aspects that can monitor the system at runtime to determine whether the pattern contracts are respected.
The contracts and subcontracts used in designing a system are valuable across the software lifecycle. Members of a maintenance team, for example, can use them to gain a more complete understanding of a system's design. When a system is modified during maintenance and evolution, the MonGen tool can be mechanically used to generate the monitoring code for the new system. Indeed, if the modifications do not affect the ways in which patterns have been specialized, the aspects produced by MonGen based on the original contracts and subcontracts may be used without change. More important, the generated aspects allow the system maintainers to ensure that design integrity of the system is preserved.
As part of our evaluation activities, we have applied the specification and monitoring approach to a number of patterns, and have begun using the resulting artifacts in our own work 2 . Space limitations preclude a detailed discussion, but we mention two interesting issues that arose in our work with the Memento and Chain of Responsibility patterns [5] .
The intent of the Memento pattern is to allow an originator object to externalize its state in the form of a memento, so that this object may later be used to restore the originator's state. One of the interesting auxiliary concepts for this pattern is SameCopy, a relation over two memento states that captures whether the mementos record the same essential information about the originator. This concept is used in specifying the requirements imposed on unnamed methods in the Memento role contract. As a result, the contract allows changes to a memento, so long as they preserve the essential information it records. This is a case where our approach identifies dimensions of flexibility beyond what is allowed by the standard informal description -which suggests that mementos may never be changed.
The intent of Chain of Responsibility is to decouple the handler of a request from the requestor, so that multiple handlers have a chance to service it. The handler objects are arranged in a chain. When a request arrives at the head, the handler determines whether it can service the request. If possible, it does so; otherwise, it forwards the request to 2 Some of these are available for download from our website [18] . the next handler. In the contract, we use a concept that captures whether a particular handler can service a request. Additionally, we introduce a state variable in the Request role contract that records the handlers that have already received a request. In the Handler role, we use these variables to require that a request never pass through the same handler twice. In effect, we are able to recast the structural requirement of acyclicity as a behavioral requirement, illustrating the applicability of our work to patterns that involve significant structural considerations.
Our work has focused on traditional design patterns for sequential object systems. The approach seems applicable, however, to a wider range of patterns, and we plan to investigate this in future work.
